
Perfect Fried Eggs 
By Bub 

Many would argue that fried eggs are easy to make. But are perfect fried eggs easy to make? 

According to America's Test Kitchen, as long as you've got the right technique, your 

breakfasts will be perfect forever. 

Ingredients (Serves 2) 

 2 teaspoons vegetable oil 

 4 large eggs 

 Salt and pepper 

 2 teaspoons unsalted butter, cut into 4 pieces and chilled 

 1 tablespoon water (optional) 

Directions 
1. Heat oil in 12” or 14” nonstick skillet over low heat for 5 minutes.  

2. Meanwhile, crack 2 eggs into small bowl and season with salt and pepper.  

3. Repeat with remaining 2 eggs and second small bowl. 
4. Increase heat to medium-high and heat until oil is shimmering.  

5. Add butter to skillet and quickly swirl to coat pan.  

6. Working quickly, pour 1 bowl of eggs in 1 side of pan and second bowl of eggs in other 
side. Cover and cook for 1 minute.  

7. Add 1 tablespoon of water (optional) 

8. Remove skillet from burner and let stand, covered, 15 to 45 seconds for runny yolks (white 
around edge of yolk will be barely opaque), 45 to 60 seconds for soft but set yolks, and 

about 2 minutes for medium-set yolks.  

9. Slide eggs onto plates and serve. 

Cook’s Note: 

You can skip a lot of the method but you must cover the pan with a lid. 

Once the yolks begin to become somewhat translucent you can flip the eggs over if you wish 
and they should not break. 

  

https://youtu.be/xDe7HSoy2lA?list=PLED3sFDWkgUx5E5jxHBwbjfpcMoRc9whT
http://www.kcet.org/shows/americas_test_kitchen_from_cooks_illustrated/
https://youtu.be/Kd3lDnP2dqA
https://youtu.be/Kd3lDnP2dqA


Oven-Baked Bacon 
“By placing the bacon in a cold oven to start, as the oven gradually heats to 425º, the bacon 

undergoes a magical transformation from cold flabby piece of meat, to simmering 

deliciousness, to crispy bacon heaven as the oven hits the 425º mark.” 

Ingredients 
1 package (preferably thick-cut) bacon 

Directions 
1. Line a large baking sheet with parchment paper or 2 sheets of aluminum foil, making sure 

pan bottom is completely covered.  

2. For the least grease on the bacon put down a wire rack or place a length of aluminum foil 
accordion folded so the bacon rests on top of the folds with troughs below for the 

drippings. 

3. Arrange bacon strips on the prepared baking sheet and lightly cover with aluminum foil.  
4. Place pan in the cold oven. 

5. Set the oven to 425º. 

6. When the oven pre-heat is at temperature remove aluminum foil cover, rotate the pan. If 

not using accordioned foil base flip the bacon over. 
7. Begin to check the bacon for doneness every few minutes. 

8. Cooking time is dependent upon thickness and/or type of bacon used. 

9. When not using accordioned aluminum foil transfer cooked bacon to paper towel-lined 

plates to remove excess grease. 

10. Let cool for 5 minutes for bacon to crisp. 

 
Using a convection setting the bacon is crispy much sooner. 

Tip: put a little water on the slices before baking, they lay perfectly flat with no curling. 

 

Cooking time example: 

1. Start:   0 min. 

2. Oven @425º: 15 min. 
3. Foil off : 25 min. 

4. Done:  40 min. 

 


